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 so Sholay is a 1975 Indian Hindi-language action-adventure-drama film directed by Ramesh Sippy. It is the first film in the
Sholay series. The film was a hit at the box office. It was the highest-grossing Indian film of the year and is the eighth highest-

grossing Hindi film in the Indian film industry. The film is the most successful Indian film of all time until Salman Khan's
_Bajrangi Bhaijaan_ (2012). This movie was the highest-grossing Indian movie of all time until _Sholay_ (1975), the second

highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the third highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the fourth
highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the fifth highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the sixth
highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the seventh highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the

eighth highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the ninth highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the
tenth highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the eleventh highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975),
the twelfth highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the thirteenth highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_
(1975), the fourteenth highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the fifteenth highest-grossing Indian movie until
_Sholay_ (1975), the sixteenth highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the seventeenth highest-grossing Indian

movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the eighteenth highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the nineteenth highest-
grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the twentieth highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the twenty-first

highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975), the twenty-second highest-grossing Indian movie until _Sholay_ (1975),
the twenty-third highest-grossing Indian movie until _Shol 520fdb1ae7
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